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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
RAFAEL BRU ET AL. 
Given a discrete-time linear periodic system x(k + 1) = A(k)x(k)  + 
B(k)u(k),  k = 0, 1 . . . . .  N - 1, where A(k) E ~n×n and B(k) ~ R "×" are 
periodic, we consider the case where the state and control vectors are 
nonnegative, i.e., x(k)>1 0 and u(k)>~ O. This situation appears in real 
systems, for instance, in chemistry, biology, and economics. 
The case of invariant systems has been studied by different authors. Ohta, 
Maeda, and Kodama [13] studied reachability and realizability properties of 
continuous-time positive systems. Coxson and Shapiro [7] gave characteriza- 
tions of structural properties of discrete-time positive linear systems. Further, 
in [6] the positive reachability cone and the positive reachability cone in n 
steps are related. In [3] progress was reported on positive structural proper- 
ties of discrete-time periodic systems. On the other hand, Nieuwenhuis [11] 
studied the existence of positive realizations of discrete-time invariant sys- 
tems. Further works on those or related topics are in [2], [4], [9], and [10]. 
In this paper, we continue to study positive reachability of discrete-time 
periodic systems (Section 2) and we characterize positive realizability for 
periodic systems (Section 3). In both sections we construct different cones. 
The relationship between these cones is also established. We end this section 
recalling an invariant system associated with a periodic system (see [14]), 
Consider a discrete-time linear periodic system with n states and m 
inputs, 
x(k + 1) = A(k)x (k )  + B(k)u(k ) ,  (1) 
where A(k) = A(k + N) ~ ~"×", B(k) = B(k + N) ~ ~n×m, k, N ~ 77. 
Park and Verriest [14] introduced an invariant cyclically augmented system 
(CAS) associated to the periodic system (1), defined as 
z;(k -~- 1) = AeZ(k ) "~ BeUe(k), (2)  
where A e is weakly cyclic of index N (see Varga [16]) and is given by 
A e = 
o o ... o A(0)  
A(1)  O --. O O 
O A(2)  ... O O 
o o -.. A (N-  1) 0 
(3) 
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and B e is a block diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal block is B(i + 1). Let 
~(k)=co l [x (k -N+ 1) . . . . .  x(k + 1),x(k)] and ~(k)=co l [u (k -N+ 
1) . . . . .  u(k + 1), u(k)]; then 
z(k) =/~x(k), ue(k ) =M~+l~(k) ,  
where the matrix Mj is weakly cyclic of index N with all nonzero blocks 
equal to the identity of size j × j. 
Given a matrix A = [aij] of size n × n, we denote its directed graph by 
G(A) = {V, E}, where V is the set of vertices {1,2 . . . . .  n} and E the set of 
arcs. An arc ( i , j )  ~ E if and only if aij ~ O. If aij >1 0 (a~j > 0) for all 
i, j = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, we say that A is nonnegative (positive), and we shall write 
A >/- 0 (A >> 0). We recall that the matrix A is irreducible if and only if its 
directed graph, G(A), is strongly connected. The ith row (column) of a 
matrix A will be denoted by A~ (A~). 
We recall that the periodic system (1), (A('), B(')) N, is positive at time s 
when for each nonnegative initial state, x(s )= x 0, and for each control 
sequence u(k) >1 O, k > s, x(k) is nonnegative for all k >/s. The system 
(A(.), B(.)) N is called a positive periodic system when it is a positive periodic 
system at time s for all s ~ 7/. 
Consequences of the above definition are: (1) The periodic system 
(A(.), B(-)) N is positive if and only if the matrices A(.) and B(.) are 
nonnegative, and (2) the CAS system (Ae ,  B e) is positive if and only if 
A e ~ 0 and B e >10. The following result is straightforward. 
PROPOSITION 1. The periodic system ( A(.), B(.)) N is a positive system if 
and only if the CAS system ( A e, B e) is positive. 
2. REACHABILITY: CONES AND PROPERTIES 
Now, we recall the following definitions (see [3]): (1) the positive periodic 
system (A(.), B(.)) N is reachable at time s if any prescribed final state 
xf ~ ff~ ~ can be reached from the zero state at time s in finite time, with a 
nonnegative control sequence; (2) the system (A(-), B(')) s is completely 
reachable if it is reachable at time s for all s ~ 7/. 
Using the above definitions, one can construct he following cones, for 
each s =0 . . . . .  N -  1: 
(1) The k-reachable cone at s of the positive periodic system (A('), B(')) N 
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is defined by 
Rk( A(.), B(.), ~) 
I XS ~ R + : Xf 
s l / 
~. dPA(S, j + 1)B( j )u ( j ) ,  u ( j )  ~ An+ . 
j=s-k 
(2) The k-reachable cone of the positive CAS system ( A e, B e) is defined 
by 
ak(Ae,  Be) = (xf  E ~+N : Xf = ) E ' AeBeue(k - 1 - i), ue( j )  E ~+N , 
i=0 
where the transition matrix of states, ~A(k, k0), of the system (1) is given by 
• a(k, k 0) = A(k - 1)A(k - 2) -.. A(k o) if k ~ k 0 and ~a(k0, k 0) = I. Note 
that this matrix is periodic. 
Let R~(A('), B(.), s) be the set of all points to which the states are 
steered within finite time from the origin at time s by nonnegative inputs. 
Then 
R~(A(.), B(-), s) = LI Rk(A(.), B(.), s). (4) 
k~77 
Analogously, let R~o(A e, B e) be the set of all points to which the states are 
steered within finite time from the origin by nonnegative inputs, i.e. 
n~( Ae, Be) = U ak( Ae, Be)" (5)  
ken 
It is clear that the positive periodic system (A(.), B('))n is reachable at time 
s if and only if a~o(A('), B(.), s) = R~+. 
Sometimes a positive system has states which are not reachable in any 
finite number of steps, but they are limits of states which are reachable. Such 
states are included in the closure of the set of states that are reachable in 
finite time. We now recall the following definitions (see [3]). 
DEFINITION 2. For each s = 0 , . . . ,  Nt; 
(i) The reachable cone at time s of the positive periodic system 
(A(.), B(.)) N is defined as the closure of R~(A('), B('), s), that is, 
R(A(.), B(-), s) = a~(A(.), B(.), s) .  
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(ii) The reachable cone of the positive CAS system (A  e, B e) is defined as 
the closure of  R~(A e, Be), that is, 
R(  Ae,  Be) = R~( A , ,  Be) .  
In the following result we give the relationships among the above reach- 
able cones. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let x ~ ~_N, where x = col[x 1, x2, ' " ,  xN] and xj 
~"+. Then we have: 
(i) x E Rk(Ae ,  B e) i f  and only i fx j  ~ Rk(A(.), B( ' ) , j ) ,  j = 1 , . .  N. 
(ii) X ~ n(Ae, B e) i f  and only i f  xj ~ R(A(.), B( ' ) , j ) ,  j = 1 . . . .  N .  
E k-  1Ai Beue(k - i - Proof. (i): Consider x ~ Rk(A  e, Be); then x = i=0 e 
1), with Ue( j )  = MJ, +~a(j), a( j )  = co l [u( j  - N + 1) , . . , ,  u(j + 1), u(j)] .  
Using the structure of  A e and Be, we have 
XeBeue(k - i - 1) 
= AieBeMkm-'6(k - i - 1) 
• A(N + 1, N - i + 1)B(N - i )u ( - i )  
¢P~(N + i, N)B(N - 1)u( -1 )  
dPA(N + i + 1, N)B(O)u(O)  
dPA(N+k,N+k- i )B (k - i -  1)u(k - i -  1) 
Ca(N+k + 1, N+k- i  + l )B (k - i )u (k - i )  
~A(2N,2N - i )B (N  - i - 1)u( - i  - 1) 
I 
(k) 
I 
I (N - k) 
(6) 
Consider the partition x = col[ x l, x 2 . . . . .  x N ], where xj is the j th  entry 
of the vector x, j = 1 . . . . .  N. By the periodicity of the matrices ~PA(', " ) and 
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B('), and from the equation (6), we have 
(1) I f l  ~<j~<k, 
x j  = 
k-1  
E 
i=0  
¢bA(N +j ,  N - i + j )B(N  - i + j  - 1)u( j  - i - 1) 
j -1  
~_, aPA(j,l + 1 )B(1)u( l )  ~ Rk( A( . ) ,  B ( . ) , j )  
l=j -k  
under a change of index 1 = j - i - 1. 
(2) Whenk+ I<~j<~N, 
xj 
k-1  
= ~ d~A(N+j ,N- i  + j )B(N- i  + j -  1)u( j - i -  l -N )  
i=0  
k-1 
~., ~A(2N + J ,2N - i + J )B (2N - i + j - 1)u(J - i - 1) 
i=0  
J -1  
E 
t=l-k 
¢bA(J,l + 1 )B( l )u ( l )  ~ Rk(A( -  ), B( ' ) , J )  
= Rk(A("  ), B ( ' ) , J )  
under a change of indices J = j - N and l = J - i - 1. 
The other inclusion is similar. 
(ii) is a consequence of part (i). 
The following result follows easily from the above proposition. 
COROLLARY 4. For each k ~ 7/, we have 
ak ( Ae, Be ) = ~nN+ if and only if Rk(A( ' ) ,  B( ' ) ,  s) = R~+ Vs ~ 7/. 
Now suppose X >i O is an irreducible matrix with k eigenvalues of 
modulus p = p(X),  the Perron root. I f  k > 1, X is a cyclic matrix of index 
k. I f  k = 1, X is primitive. Furthermore, a cyclic matrix of index k is 
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permutationally similar to the following block matrix: 
0 0 "-- 0 X o - 
X l 0 "-- 0 0 
0 X 2 "-- 0 0 
O O ... Xk- l O 
(see Berman and Plemmons [1]). The above matrix is known as the standard 
form of a cyclic matrix of index k. Recall that A e is a weakly cyclic matrix of 
index N, and note that A~ n is a block diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal 
block is ~a(N, O). In the following result we prove that the matrix A e is a 
cyclic matrix of index N provided that qbA(N, 0) has nonzero trace. 
PnOPOSITION 5. Let A e be a nonnegative, irreducible matrix. If the trace 
of ~A(N, O) is nonzero, then A~ is a cyclic matrix of index N. 
Proof. By construction of A e we have 
det(AI  - A~) = det[t I  - ~A(N, 0)], where t = A N. 
Since Ae is a weakly cyclic matrix of index N, 
r 
det(AI  - Ae) = A p I - I  (t - ~N) ,  
i=1  
where, because of the diagonal structure of A~, the scalars ariN are the 
nonzero eigenvalues of ~A(N, 0)). We can see that 
Since trcbA(N,O)= E~_ltriN ~ 0, the greatest common divisor of the 
differences of the consecutive xponents of A is N. Then, using Exercise 7 on 
p. 44 in Varga [16], we deduce that A e is cyclic of index N. • 
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REMARK 6. Since A(k) >~ 0 for all k ~ Z, tr (1)A(N, 0) ~ 0 is equivalent 
to the existence of a nonzero diagonal element of (ha(N, 0). 
We suppose that A~ is a nonnegative and irreducible matrix and that 
(I)A(N, 0) has a nonzero diagonal element. Let p = p(A e) denote the Perron 
root of A e and let ~" denote the convex cone generated by the nonnegative 
eigenvectors of the matrix A~ associated with pN. Since A e satisfies the 
conditions of Proposition 5, then it must be a cyclic matrix of index N. Then, 
by Theorem 2 of [7], when R(Ae, B e) = nN ~+,  one deduces that every 
coordinate vector ej which is not reachable in a finite number of steps must 
be a vector in ~. 
The theorem below is one of the main results of our work. 
THEOREM 7. Let (A('), B(')) x >1 0 be a positive periodic system, and 
let (A  e, B e) be its associated CAS system. If A e is a nonnegative and 
irreducible matrix and there exists ome nonzero diagonal element of ~P A( N, 0), 
then 
R~(A(') ,  B( ' ) ,  s) = R~_ if and only/f R(A( - ) ,  B(-),  s) = R~_. (7) 
eroof. It is clear that if R~(A('), B('), s) = R~ then 
a(A( . ) ,  S ( - ) ,  s) = S( - ) ,  s) = 
Conversely, assume R(A('), B(.), s) = ~_ and suppose that there exists a 
unit vector e: ~ ~_ which is not reachable at time s in a finite number of 
steps. Then tiae extended vector 
is not reachable in finite steps either. Since the extremal vector ~j is in 
R( Ae, Be), by the commentary before this theorem, Sj ~ ~' and hence Sj is 
an eigenvector of Ae N associated with pN. Since Ae N is a block diagonal 
matrix with blocks (I)A(N, 0) . . . . .  (I)A(2 N -- 1, N - 1), there exists an integer 
h ~ {0 . . . . .  N - 1} such that ej is an eigenvector f ¢ba(N + h, h) associated 
with p X. 
Further, since A e is irreducible, (I)A(N + h, h) is primitive. Therefore, ej 
cannot be the Perron vector of the primitive matrix (I)a(N + h, h), except if 
n = 1. Note that, in this particular case 
R~(A(-),  S ( ' ) ,  s) = as (A( ' ) ,  S( - ) ,  s ) ,  
since ¢IPA(N -t- h, h) ~ R implies A(k) ~ ~, k ~ 7/. • 
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The result given in the last theorem is an extension of Theorem 1 of [7] in 
the periodic case, since if we consider an invariant system (period N = 1), 
the hypotheses of our result reduce to those of Theorem 1 of [7]. 
Different sufficient conditions for the equivalence given in (7) have been 
given in Theorem 4.3 of [3], where it was assumed that all matrices A(k)  are 
irreducible and one of them positive. Below we discuss those conditions and 
the conditions of Theorem 7. 
Suppose that the block matrices A(k) ,  k = 0, 1 . . . . .  N - -  1, o f  A e are 
irreducible and one of them is positive [for simplicity, we consider A(0) >> O]. 
Next, consider the subset of indices I k = {kn + or, ot = 1 , . . . ,  n}, k = 
0,1 . . . . .  N -1 .  
(1) Given an index j in Ik, there exists at least one index i in I k_ 1 such 
that the arc from j to i is in the directed graph G(Ae)  of A e. Otherwise, the 
j th row of the block matrix A(k  - 1) would be null and A(k  - 1) would be 
reducible. 
(2) Further, since A(0) >> O, from any index of I 0 there exist arcs to all 
indices of I(N_ 1)" 
From these two facts we deduce that the graph G(Af l  is strongly connected, 
and hence A e is irreducible. 
From the above discussion we can see that the conditions of Theorem 4.3 
of [3] imply the conditions of Theorem 7. However, the conditions are not 
equivalent, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 8. Consider N = 2 and 
o] [: :1 A(0) = O ~r ' 
where ~" denotes a positive entry. Note that 
[o A,o0, ] 
Ae = A(1) 
is an irreducible matrix and the matrix dPA(S + N, s) has a nonzero diagonal 
entry, since dPA(S + N, s)  >> O. However, by construction, A(1) >> O is 
irreducible but A(0) is not. 
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3. POSITIVE PERIODIC REALIZATIONS 
RAFAEL BRU ET AL. 
In this section we consider the N-periodic system (1) with outputs, that is, 
x(k + 1) = E(k)x (k )  + F (k )u(k ) ,  
y(k )  = 
where E(k) ~ R "x", F(k) ~ R "×m, G(k) ~ R p×n, k ~ 77. It will be de- 
noted by (G(.), E(.), F(.)) N. It is well known (see [5]) that a linear periodic 
system (G('), E(.), F(')) N is a periodic realization of the Markov parameters 
7/~(k,j) ~ ~p×m if and only if 
(k , j )  = C(s + k )*e(s  + k, s + k - j  + 1)F(s  + k - j ) ,  
j= l  . . . . .  k, k> l ,  s~77.  (8) 
Consider an input-output N-periodic application 
k-1 
y(k+s)  = ~(k ,k - j )u ( j+s) ,  k> 1, s~7/ ,  
j=0 
defined by the Markov parameters ~(k ,  j )  ~ R p x =. We say the input-out- 
put periodic applieation is positive if and only if the Markov parameters 
Ts(k, j )  are nonnegative for each j = 1 . . . . .  k, k >i 1, s E 77. 
To characterize the existence of positive periodic realizations of a given 
nonnegative matrix sequence T~(k,j) ~ R p x m, we shall use the concept of 
quasisimilar periodic systems. 
DEFINITION 9. Let (C,('), Ai('), Bi(')) s be two periodic systems, where 
Ci(k) ~ R px"', A~(k) ~ R ' 'x ' ' ,  B~(k) ~ R niXm, k ~ 77, i = 1,2. The sys- 
tem (C2('), A2('), B2(')) N is quasisimilar to (Cl(.), AI(.), Bl(')) N if there 
exists a periodic matrix sequence {P(k), k ~ 77} with P(k + N) = P(k) 
Rn:x,l, k ~ )7, such that 
Y(k + 1)Al (k)  = A2(k)Y(k  ), 
P(k + 1)B,(k)  = Be(k ) , 
c (k) = c2(k )e (k ) ,  k z .  
Note that if (C1(.), AI('), BI(-)) N is a periodic realization of 7/ss(k, j )  
R p×m, then the quasisimilar system (C2(.), A2(-), B2(.)) N is also a periodic 
realization of these Markov parameters. In partigular, we consider periodic 
realizations quasisimilar to the canonical periodic realization of ~(k ,  j )  
~p×m First, we recall that a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of periodic realizations (see [5]) of {~7~(k,j), j --- 1 . . . . .  k}k~ 1 ___ 
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R p× m, S ~ 7/, is given by the existence of an integer 6 ~ 7/+ and scalars 
a o, a 1 . . . . .  a~_ l ~ R such that 
~s(k  + 8N, j + 8N) + as_lg/'s(k + (~ - 1 )N , j  + (8 - 1)N)  + .-. 
+ "" +aoV/s(k, j )  = O (9) 
for all s ~7/  and for every k >/1, where j=  1 . . . . .  k if l~<k <N and 
j=k-N+ 1 . . . . .  k if k >IN. From the coefficients of this formula we 
construct the reachable canonical periodic realization, denoted by 
(Cr('), A~, B~) N, of the Markov parameters as follows [5]: 
0 0 
I,n 0 
Ar = 0 I m 
0 0 
° . °  
°°°  
. . °  
O 
0 * 
0 * 
Ira * 
~_ ~SmN×~SmN,  (10) 
whose last column is 
[ \ 
co l ( - -ao Im,O . . . . .  0 . . . . .  - -aa_ lgm,O . . . . .  0) ,  
N b locks  N b locks  
and the matrices C~(k) and B r are given by 
C~(k) = [~(SN,  1) . . . .  ,7/'k(SN, SN)] ET.~ pXSmN, k(~.~_, 
B~ = col[l,, ,  O . . . . .  O] E ~SmN×m. (11) 
Next, we establish the following theorem, which extends the result 
obtained in the invariant case in [11]. 
THEOREM 10. Consider the positive input-output N-periodic application 
defined by the Markov parameters {~7~(k, j) ,  j --- 1,.. k}k/> 1 c [~ P x m . ,  ~+ , 8 E~. 
7/, satisfying the recurrence quation (9). This periodic application admits a 
positive periodic realization (G('), E(.), F(.))N, quasisimilar to 
(Cr ( ' )  , A t ,  Br)  , i f  and only if there exists a periodic sequence of polyhedral 
cones {K(s), s ~ 2~} such that 
K(s + N) = K(s)  c_ 11~ 8mN -+  , (12)  
K(s + 1)at _ K(s), (13) 
Cr( s), ~ K( s), i = 1 . . . .  , p, (14) 
for each s ~ 77, where Cr(s) i is the i th row of Cr(s). 
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Proof• 
matrix, i.e., 
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Necessity: Let  P(s)  ~ ~l×SmN be the transformation periodic 
V(s + X) ar = E(s ) r ( s ) ,  
P(s  q- 1) B r -~ F(s ) ,  
Cr(S) = C(S)e(S) ,  s~7/ .  
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
Consider the polyhedral cone K(s )  generated by { pl(s)  . . . . .  pt(s)} where 
pi(s) is the ith row of P(s). It is clear that K(s)  is periodic and hence (12) 
holds• First, we need to prove that P(s)  >~ O, s ~ 77. For this, we decompose 
the matrix P(s )  into column blocks of size l × m,  P (s )  = 
[P(s) 1 P(s)  2 "" P(s)aU]. By (16) we obtain that the first column block is 
[P (s  "~ 1)]  1 ~--- [ [e (s  -~- 1) ]  I "'" [ r ( s  + 1)] ~N ] 
= e(s  + 1)Br = F (O >1 O, 
By (15), we obtain 
-O 
Im 
[ [e (s  + 1)1 1 "'" [P (s  + 1)] aN] O 
O 
=~(s) [ [e (s ) ]  1 ... [e (s ) ]~N] ,  
Since E(s)  >~ 0 and [P(s)] 1 >~ O, we have 
[e (s  + 1)12 = ~(s) [e (s ) ]  l >1 o ,  
[e (s  + 1)13 = ~(s ) [e (s ) ]  2 >/o ,  
[e (s  + 1)1 ~N = ~(s) [e (s ) ]  ~N-1 >t o ,  
s ~ 2e. 
0 ••° O * 
0 "'" 0 * 
I m "" 0 * 
O o o, I m * 
s~ 7/. 
sE~_•  
Then P(s)  >~ O, and the polyhedral cone K(s )  ~ ~, , ,N  .,+ , s E77. 
xA r = [ Otl 
[o£ 1 
Therefore, 
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Let x ~ K(s + 1); then there exist nonnegative coefficients a l , . . . ,  a z E 
•+ such that 
x = [oq "" a t ]e (s  + 1). 
From (15), since E(s)  >t O, s ~ 77, we have 
• .. a t ]p (  s + 1)A r 
"'" a , ]E (s )P (s )  ~ K(s )  Vx ~ K(s  + 1). 
K(s  + 1) A r c_ K(s ) ,  s ~ 2[. 
Finally, by (17) and G(s)  >/O,  s ~ 77, we obtain 
Cr(S) ,  = C(O,P (s )  ~ K(s ) ,  i = 1 . . . . .  p ,  s ~ 2[. 
Sufficiency: Let l = max{/0, l I . . . . .  lu-1}, where lq is the number  of 
generators of the cone K(q),  q =0,1  . . . . .  N -1 .  For each s ~27, we 
denote by {kl(s), k2(s) . . . . .  kt(s)} the generators of K(s),  and we construct 
the matrix P(s )= col[k l (s) - - -kt(s) ] ,  s ~ 7/. It is clear that P(s) is a 
nonnegative periodic matrix. Next, we construct he matrices E(s), G(s), F(s), 
s~2[ .  
Since K(s + 1)A r c K(s),  for each generator ki(s + 1), i = 1 . . . . .  I, 
there exist nonnegative coefficients eij(s) ~ • +, i , j  = 1 . . . . .  l, such that 
1 
k i ( sq -1)  Ar= Ee ,  i j (s)k j (s) ,  sE~_.  
j= l  
Thus, if we construct E(s)  as 
~(s)  = [e, j(s)]  ~ W×' .4+ , s E 77, 
then E(s)  >~ O, and by the definition of P(s), we obtain 
e(s  + 1) Ar = E(s )P (s ) ,  s ~ Y_. 
On the other hand, for each i = 1 . . . . .  p, by the condition (14), there exist 
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nonnegative coefficients gil(S), gi2(s) . . . . .  ga(s), such that 
l 
C~(s) ,= Eg i j ( s )k j ( s )  ~K(s ) ,  i=  1 . . . . .  p, s •77. 
j= l  
Hence, G(s) = [gij(s)] • R+pxl satisfies G(s) >~ O, and Cr(s) = G(s)P(s), 
s•~_ .  
Finally, defining F(s) • R lxm as F(s) = P(s + 1)B r >1 O, we have con- 
structed a periodic system, (G(-), E('), F(')) N >1 O, satisfying the conditions 
(15)-(17). Then this system is quasisimilar to the reachable canonical peri- 
odic realization (Cr('), Ar, Br)N, and hence it is a positive periodic realization 
of 7/~(k,j) • ~pXm. • 
We note that the k-reachable cone at time s of a positive periodic system 
Y, = (A(.), B(')) N is, by construction, the cone generated by the columns of 
the matrix 
~2~(s) = [B(s -  1) A(s -  1)B(s -2 )  "- 
*A(N+s,N+s- i )B (s - i+  1) --" 
¢I~A(N + s, N + s - k + 1)B(s  - k)] .  
As a consequence of the proof of the above theorem, we can relate the 
periodic sequence of polyhedral cones {K(s), s ~ 77}, satisfying (12)-(14), 
with the k-reachable cones of the positive periodic system constructed in the 
sufficient condition of Theorem 10, as follows: 
COROLLARY 11. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 10 hold. Suppose 
that there exists a periodic sequence of polyhedral cones {K(s), s ~ 77}, 
satisfying (12)-(14). I f  we consider the matrix e(s) • u.+l~l× 8raN whose rows 
are the generator vectors of the cone K(s), s • 71, then there exists a positive 
periodic realization (G(.), E('), F(')) N of ~(k ,  j )  such that its &reachable 
cone at time s, R~(E('), F('), s), is generated by the columns of the matrix 
e(s), s ~ 7/. 
Proof. In Theorem 10 it was proved that there exists a positive periodic 
realization (G(.), E(.), F(')) N of ~(k , j )  that is quasisimilar to 
(Cr(-), At, Br)N, where the transformation periodic matrix is P(s) at each 
time s ~ 2e. 
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~SmN be the reachability matrix in 8mN steps of the periodic Let ,, :~ 
system Y> = (Ar ,  Br). By the definitions of A r and B r in (10) and (11) it is 
clear that ~SmN has the following structure: Er 
,_..~SmN , • 
By the conditions of quasisimilarity given in the expressions (15)-(17), we 
obtain 
8-- 1 8m N-  1 
~-e(s ) [n  r Arn  r "'" A r n r . . .  A r n r ]  
= [F (s -  1) E (s -  1)F(s-2) ' -"  
aPE(s, s - 8 + 1)e(s  - 8 ) - - -aPE(s ,  s - 8 + 1)F (s  - 8)1 
• " ap~(s, s - 8mN + 1)F(s  - 8mN)]  
= ~"m(s) ,  (19) 
where ~,~m N(S ) is the reachability matrix associated with the 8mN-reachable 
cone at t ime s of the periodic system E = (E(.), F(.))  x.  
Using (18) and (19), we deduce that 
P(s )  = [F (s  - 1) E(s  - 1)F(s  - 2 ) . . .  
ap~(s ,s  - 8 + 1)F(s  - 8 ) - - -apE(s ,s  - 8 + 1)F(s  - 8)]  
s z .  • 
We want to point out that a construction of the polyhedral cones K(s), 
s ~ 7/, satisfying the conditions (12)-(14) can be found in [15], where we 
used the technique introduced in [11]. 
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